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Voting is the way of reaching consensus in democracy to reach a decision. �rough

voting rights, one can express his/her opinion on the topic to reach a decision.

Countries have been applying the traditional manual voting process for national

elections using ballot papers that require extra e�forts and time in registration,

authentication, voting, vote counting, and vote verification. Even in the last local

election in Nepal, vote counting of the election lasted longer than a week. �e chance

of election frauds like voter fraud and vote rigging are extreme and was seen in the last

local election in Nepal. To solve such problems, we proposed a new system that

transitions from the manual election system to digital election system.

From the very scratch, people are facing a lot of problems in casting a vote which

includes an old culture of doing the whole process manually on papers and consuming

a lot of time and e�fort. �is could be one of the reasons for procrastination on the day

of vote casting. Furthermore, if they cast a vote a�ter wasting their precious time, they

are not sure either that old cultured chit will fairly be counted or not. Subsequently,

there come electronic voting systems which resolve the timing issue e�fortlessly, but

systems can be hacked, and votes can be tempered, the reason being the centralized

system. Decentralized systems are more desirable than centralized systems as



popularized due to distributed ledger technologies such as Ethereum. �e idea is to

compare the traditional voting systems and Electronic Voting Systems with Blockchain

technology to prove how Blockchain makes the whole process more e�ficient,

decentralized, and secure so people can cast votes remotely.

“Blockchain Based Voting System” is a web based online voting system primarily based

on ethereum blockchain technology. Blockchain is a transparent, distributed,

immutable and trustless ledger and to overcome the problems of the traditional voting

system, blockchain plays a vital role in terms of security, trust and more. Here anyone

eligible for voting can vote for their favorite candidate and they can see the result a�ter

the end of the election. It is fast, secure, and has low cost as compared to traditional

voting systems. Some key features of our system are:

a) Decentralized & Transparent

b) Trustless

c) Immutable

�is project is a simple implementation of a voting system done to understand the

basics of ethereum blockchain technology and the working mechanism of

decentralized application made in Solidity and React. Here, one account who deploys

the smart contract is the admin and he/she can add voters and candidates that are

eligible to cast the vote. �en, the admin starts the election and eligible voters can vote

for their favorite candidate. Finally, when the admin ends the election, the voters can

immediately see the final result of the election.


